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ASSEMBLY

TERRITORIAL

MEXICO, THURSDAY,

WHITE OAKS, NEW

No 7.

Standing. Committees Namd for
the Session ii Both Houses.

Judiciary Llewellyn, Pendleton, Turner,
Pollard", E. MaftiñezBowie, D, Martinez.
Labor Coleman, Stockton, Kilpatrick.
Library Sandoval, Coleman, Kilpatrick.
Lands and Public Institutions Vargas,
Pollard, Stockton, Baca, Bowie. ,
Municipal Corporations Baca, Bowie,
,

Summary of the bills Introduced in Turner;

'

..

:

Military and National Guard Llewellyn,
Baca, Pollard:
Mines and Public Lands Bowie, P. SanFor the information of Eagle reader's we
Kilpatrick, Mclvers."'
publish below lists of committees in coun- chez, Dalies,
Public. Institutions Bowie, Dalies, Var
cil and house. If anything is wanted at
'
.x- the hands of these committees, this may gas
Private Corporations Turner, Baca, M.
assist in getting matters cf importance be'
"''
Sanchez."
fore them.
.
P. Sanchez, Coleman, RoPenitentiary
Following these lists is a summary of
'
bills that have beei introduced in both mero, Howard, Mclvers.
Public Property Ortega, P. Sanchez,
houses.
'
Gutierrezi Kilpatrick, Vargas.
council.
ChaJudiciary Spiess, Fall, Hawkins,
Privileges and Elections C. .; Sanchez,
.
ves, Martinez.
.
Pendleton, D. Martinez, ' Llewellyn, E.
'
"
Territorial Affairs Jaramillo, Andrews, Martinez'.'. '.'

the House.

'

.

"-

-

Pinard.

-

-

-

'.

.
Finard.
lmprove-rnmitinternal
-

.

Andrew-s-

s

12
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1903.

No. 28. Providing for proper bonds by
maintain reform school.
No. 7. To abolish the office of Supt. of territorial and county officials.
No. 29. Repealing sec. 1271 compiled
schools.
laws.
No.- 8. To prevent the presence of disNo. 30. Authorizing the treasurer, of
in
recreation
orderly and drunken persons
Grant County to pay over to the treasurer
dances in this territory.
No. 9. To prevent the wasting of waters of Luna County certain school moneys.
used for irrigating purposes and requiring ' No. 31. Providing for the offering of repersons deflecting the waters of any stream wards by the Governor and serving reto turn same back into their original chan- quisitions.
No. 32. Relating to time of commencnels.
ing
actions in accounts.
No. 10. To specify the mode, time and
No. 33. Admending sec. 1, 2, 3, 9 and 11
place of inflicting the death penalty.
66 laws 1899.
Chapter
jui
of
No. 11. Relating to qualification
No. 34. For the purpose of adjusting
ors repealing the age limit of 60 years.
No. 12. Amending sec. 11, chapter 1S99, the indebtedness of Luna County.
in reference to jurors.
No. 35. To provide for the burial of .
No. 13. To provide for the maintain-anc- e honorably discharged
Soldiers,
station in Taos
of a
who
may
marines,
hereafter
and
Sailors
county. leave no funds to defray funeral
No. 14. To establish a reform school at die, and
expenses.
,Belen.
No. 36. To amend Chapter 18 of the
No. 15. Relating to appeals from Justice
courts.
laws .of New Mexico of 1901.
""
t
No. 37. Relative to the building of
school houses in school districts.
No. 38. With reference to grants and
other purposes.
No. 40. In relation to the Coal Oil law.
No. 41. To create and establish a Miners' Hospital and to provide for the
maintenance thereof.
No. 42. Relative to the Sunday law.
No. 43 To amend the law relative to
Px-Uni-

.

ral

.

,

-

Capitol Chaves, Hughes, Hawkins.
Irrigation Hawkins, Jaramillo, 23 uncan,
Chaves, Martinez.
Counties and County Lines Albright,"
Martinez, Fall.
Roads and K ighway s Martinez, An- draws,-

FEB.

"
Hughes, Hawkins.
Public Property- Fall, Martinez, Al- bright.
Militia jaramillo,' Hygties," Pinar 1.
Education Hawkins,' Spiess.. Chaves,"1
Hughes, Pinard.
MartilAgriculture and Manufactures
le,:, Pinard, Andrews.
Finance Hughes, Spiess, Fall, jaramillo, Martinez.
Mines and Public Lands Fall, Duncan,
:
:
Martinez.
r
Railroads Duncau, Hawkins, Martinez;
Hughes, Jaramillo.
Public Printing Hughes, Pifian!, Cha-

,

-

Ski:

-

lEiWMt

corporation

7

&

v

No. 44. Providing for the registration
and use of emblems or devices upon ballots
for voters.
No. 45. To define who are fellow servants, who ara not, to prevent contract
bet ,veen employer and employes, limiting
the liability of the employer for damages,

NOT A CRIMINAL OFFENSE.

--

'

ves.

.

Ju ljc Holds That Men Cannot be Jailed

1

'

Municipal and Private Corporations-Fal- l,
"
Spiess, Albright.
Library Albright, Speiss, Fall.
Public Institutions Jaramillo, Hawkins,
Andrews, Albright, Spiess."
Privileges and Elections Hawkins, Chaves, Spiess, Hughes, Jaramillo.
MartiLands and Public Institutions
nez, Duncan, Albright, Jaramillo, Fall.
Rules President, Hawkins, Spiess; ' '
President, Hawkins,
Apportionment
Andrews, Duncan, Martinez.
Banks and Banking Hawkins, Duncan,
Albright.
HOUSE.

Agriculture and Manufactures Romero,
Ortega, Pollard.
C. Sanchez, M. SanApportionment
chez, Llewellyn, Bowie, Mclvers,
Banks and Banking Tuner, Baca, Gu' r
tierrez.
Capitol Stockton, Romero, E, Marti,"':"
nez.
G
Gutierand
County
Lines
Counties
rez, Turner, Llewellyn, M. Sanchez, Pol
lard, Holland, Vargas.
Education Pollard, D. Martfnez, Baca,
Bowiq, Romero.
J
Enrolling and Engrossing Bijis D. Martinez, Howard, Sandoval, E. Martinez,
Llewellyn.
Finance Dalies, C. Sanchez, .Howard,
Sandoval, Pendleton, Pollard, Mclvt.rs.
Indian Affairs Gutierre, P. Sanchez,
Bowie.
i
Insurance Baca, Guti rrez, Stockton.
Irrigation D. Martinei Ortega, Dalles,
Sandoval, Llewellyn.
,

'' ....

ji.wi.'jr

...

For Grazing Sheep on Reservation.
Judge Marshall of the United States district court at Salt Lake sustained the demurrer of the defendant in the case of the
United States vs. Frank Martinus, who was
charged with running a band of 2,000 sheep
on the Fish Lake forest reserves, in violation
of the rules formulated for the protection
n
of forest reserves by the secretary of the
interior. Judge Marshall stated that congress had exceeded its legislative power in
empowering the secretary of the interior
to make rules the violation of which would
be a criminal act, and held that the law
was unconstitutional.
The decision is
as of the greatest importance to
Utah sheepmen, and a number of pending
similar cases will be thrown out of court.
The effect of Judge Marshall's decision
will be to throw open to the sheep and cattle interests more than a million acres of
the choicest grazing lands in the state,
which for ..e past few years have been
carefully protected by the government.
-

.

Trout Stream, White Mountains, Lincoln County,

N. M.

re-gard- ed

Sandoval, M. San- '
"
Railroaiís'- - C. Sanchez. M." Sanchez,
Sandoval, Pendelton, Pollard.
Roads 'and Highways Vargas, Romero,
Pendleton.
Committee on Rules Speaker, Bowie,
Turner, Llewellyn, P. Sanchez.
Stock and. Stock Raising M.Sanchez,
Stockton, Ortega, Holland, Vargas.
Vargas,
Territorial
Stockton, M. Sanchez, Baca.
The following is a summary of the bills
introduced in the lower house:
No. 1. Repealing the office of coal oil
'
inspector.
t
...No. 2. To compel attendance at government and territorial schools.
No. 3. To amend sec. 3850 compiled
statutes 1807, relating to proceedings for
condemnation.
.No. 4. .To establish a reform school at
Wagon Mound.
No. 5. To protect public worship and
preventing sabbath breaking.
No. 6. Providing for.. sale of lands to

Printing
chez.' "

Howard,

'

"

Affairs-Pendlet-

"

on,

.

......

No. 16. Repeal of coal oil inspection
law.
No. 17. Relating to public officers failing in duty when called to perform some
:

duty.
No. 18. To attend the needs of the poor.
No. 19. Relating to the assessment of

property.
j No. 20. Relating to tresspass

upon ter-

ritorial and private land.
No 21. To promote the interest of
and provide for a territorial engiimi-grati-

on

neer.
No. 22. To provide for the proper assessment of personal property and live stock.
No. 23. Defining fraternal beneficiary
societies and to regulate the conduct of
same.
No. 24. Relative to salaries of county
officials.
No. 25. Relating to judgment and pro
ceedings m the courts of the territory.
No. 26. Regulation of community ditch
es and acequias.
No- - 27. Relating to county commission
ers.

Washington Feb. 2. Senator Clark of
Wyoming, today reported favorably the act

passed by the House in December, providing that where oil lands are located under
placer mining law, the annual assessment
work on such claims may be done on any
one of the group contiguos to the claims
owned by any person or corporation.

German Protocol.
Berlin. Feb, 10. The foreign office
officials deny that any insuperable obstacles
to the signing ot the German protocol at
Washington exist. They add that a comparatively unimportant question of detail
has been referred to Berlin but that the
signing will occur in a few days.
First
Great Britain's protocol will be signed and
then the protocols of Germany and Italy.

1
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STATUES HAVE Sjyi

QUEER CUSTOMS OF CHINESE.

PUNGENT PARAGRAPHS.
r

Epidemic of Dlaeane Among Bronce
She "Why,do they call it 'an arm of
Pitearen in Athens How Thy
the sea?'" He "Because it hugs the
Are Affected.
shore, I guess." Indianapolis News.
A Thespian Catastrophe. "So your
A most extraordinary disease, ex Hamlet made a great hit T "Well, hard
tremely infectious and resembling ly. The audience made the hit; I was
smallpox among human beings, lias the target." Detroit Free Press.
broken out among the statues in the
"What kind of a stove did the preEgyptian room of the National mu- historic man use?" asked the little
seum here, says an Athens (Creece) Ostend. "Probably he used a mouncorrespondent of the New York tain range." Philadelphia Record.
Times. A few days ago the distin"They caught a man robbing the pubguished politician and archaeologist, lic library till in a New England town."
Mr. Stephanos Skouloudes, noticed "How did they punish him?" "Made
some strange green marks on one of him read all the historical novels."
the bronze statues of the famous CI e 'a1 and Plain Dealer.
Egyptian collection presented to the
"How sweet it would be to live alone
museum in 1881 by Mr. Demetrios, of with you in yonder lighthouse!" he
Alexandria. He at once communi- whispered, tenderly. "Yes," she murcated his discovery to the curator, mured, abstractedly, "and do light
who called in experts to examine the housekeeping." Smart Set.
statue in question. They pronounced
Beryl "Well, all I've got to say i
the marks to be due to an infectious that Ethel is a
creature."
complaint, to which bronze is liable, Sibyl "Yes, and she'd look better if
and which gradually spreads from she'd use
the other face instead of
the surface of the object affected to the present one!" Baltimore Herthe inside, till the whole crumbles ald.
away into dust. The other bronze
Beetem "Pshaw! T must have $20
statues in the same room were then
antl left all my money
inspected, with the result that they by noon
in
my
other clothes. Can't
home
at
w.ere all found to lie more or less
Wiseman "Sure.
me
you
help
out?"
tainted with the disease, while five
go home for it."
to
you
carfare
lend
I'll
of them had taken it in a most agPrees.
Philadelphia
gravated form. These five are the
Barnes "I hear your house was
statues of Anta, the goddess of war;
of Maout, wife oí Jupiter Ammon; broken into t' other night and lots of
of Isis, and two statues of Osiris, one silver plate and jewelry stolen."
"Yes! but the rascals entirely
of them of the greatest value. Worse Shecld41.
.,....!
4., ,.v.c . f iaqI in iha
that that, the infection has spread
to the Mycenaean room, which con- cellar." Boston Transcript.
A Satisfactory Man. New Man
tains the results of the late Dr.
are some poetic contributions
"Here
Schliemann's excavations in 1876.
in
mail. Iam not
came
which
There a dagger, which was found in
"Good! I
u
on
Editor
noetrv."
the' fourth and finest of the six d
UT want
nT)
be
to
want
yu
"P
tombs, has fallen a victim to the mal- don't
Y.
N.
Weekly.
on
be
to
you
down
it."
adv. Altogether about fifty statues
are badly affected, and the loss will
END OF A STA3E CAREER.
be enormotis unless the plague can
A
leading Athenian How One Min'i Admiration for the
be stayed.
chemist pronounces the cause of the
8tae Wa the (aune of Ilia
malady to be the presence of salt in
Roman Xuae.
the bronze of which the statues are
made, and his remedy is to extract
"My wife tells me that our
,
Momphe-matos"
Mr.
said a man,
boy is
it by means of baths.
dewhose
smoking his after dinner cigar over
the minister under
takis
partment the museum coms,
on another man's piazza, according
ing steps to save the bronzes.
to the Detroit Free Press. "She is
worried about it, but I tell her to
CHEAP FUEL IN GERMANY.
take it easy it will all come right.
two-face-

to-da-

In Their Country Liquida Are Sold
by the Pound and Cloth by
the Poot.
Tn China liquids are sold by weight
and grain by measure. John buys soup
by the pound and eloth by the foot.
A Chinaman never puts his name outside of his shop, but paints inside a
motto, or a list of his goods on his

vertical signboard. Some reassuring
remark is frequently added," such as
"One word hall," "A child two feet
high would not be cheated," says
Modes and Fabric.

d

,

T

y,

.

to-day-

's

-

stage-struck,-

once myself, and
how I came to have this hand-

I was

stage-struc- k

Briquette Made of Peat and the Dawt that's
and Waste of Coal Mlne,
some Roman nose, and to be a
Generally Used.

re-

spected and prosperous lawyer."
"Unman nose." repeated the other
Among the several branches of
i cant see the connection
industry which deserve the malli
a
tween Roman nose and your being
uiiemioii ui inericans oy reason oi
their economy, their recovery or util
"Well, the connection is there, all
ization of some raw material which right," continued the other man.
exists unused in this country, or be- fondly caressing the little arch in the
cause they invoke the most intelli- middle of his large, ornamental nose.
gent application of scientific knowl- "At 17 I was badly
and,
edge to technical processes, may be of course, my parents bitterly opreckoned the manufacture of bri- posed all such notions on my part.
quettes from brown coal, peat and The fever continued to increase, howthe dust and waste of coal mines.
ever, and with two other young men
Briquettes form the principal do- of the same age, I secretly organized
mestic fuel of "Berlin and other cities an amateur comic troupe to go on
and districts in Germany; they are the road when the time was ripe. As
used for locomotive and other steam a starter we decided to try our great
firing1, and are employed for heating
entertainment on a country town not
in various processes of manufacture. many miles away. We eloped with
For all these uses they have three our outfit, guitars and gaudy wardtangible advantages: They are clean robes one day, and had no trouble
and convenient to handle; they light in getting together a pretty fair aueasily and quickly, and burn with a dience that night, at ten cents each.
clear, intense flame; they make prac- The songs, dances and dialogues went
tically no smoke, and are, withal, the off all right: They were really funcheapest form of fuel for most
ny, I believe, even now; but at the
close of the entertainment I met
Like most other important German wjth bad luck.
industries, the briquette manufac
"iu going out to announce another
ture is controlled by a syndicate appearance the next week I clumsily
which includes among its members caught my foot in the folds of our
thirty-on- e
firms and companies, or impromptu
and pulled
s
more than
of all the pro- the heavy curtain pole or roller dow.n
ducers in the country, and regulates on my straight Grecian nose the
the output and prices for each year. pride of my mother's family, and
From the official report of the syndi- mine by inheritance.
cate for 1001, which has recently ap"I was assisted to my father's roof
peared, it is learned that the total the next day, with a fractured nose
output during last year was 1,506,383 and two very black eyes. By the time
tons, to which is to be added the I was well again my ardor for the
product of makers outside the syn- stage had nbated; and 1 believe my
dicate, consumed at works, small re- son will get over the mania, too. My
tail sales, etc., making a grand total wife, however, has not heard the
of 1,643,416 tons.
story of the Roman nose, and she
The average selling price In large rather admires it."
quantities was $3.10 ton.
stage-struc-

k

stage-struc-

drop-curtai- n,

nine-tenth-

.

FACTS ABOUT CUBA.

..

ii

k;

Every single article has to b bargained for, and it is usual for the customer to take his own measure and
scales with him. A strong man has
difficulty in carrying on his back two
pounds' worth of the coppered cash
which is the common currency, so it
is necessary to take a servant to carry one's purse. Thé sycee of silver is
the only other form of money besides
the copper tael. As it weighs about
(57 ounces, a hammer and cold chisel
are indispensable for making change.
When yon engage a servant or make
a bargain it is not considered binding until "the fastening penny" has
been paid. Although his bad faith is
notorious in some matters, yet, to do
him justice, when once this coin has
been paid by you the Chinaman, coolie
or shopman, will generally stick to his
bargain, even if the result to hirn be
oss.
KING A TYPICAL BRITON.
Views of Edward. VII. Are Tlom of a
Majority of the People of
Knur Land.

The late queen was on many sides
British, and when she
thought and acted most individually
and unconsciously she was-o- ten most
in sympathy with her people. So with
the king, says the Saturday Review.
Given some great and sudden eventwe
believe that the king's first thought
and impulse in regard to it would be
almost certainly that of the majority
jt his people. In the king, that is, his
ministers, we find a very typical Englishman, and in many cases we do not
doubt that they can judge of what

typically

f

public opinion is likely to be in regard,

to a proposed course of action by noting the first impact on the mind of the
king. More knowledge, more explanation, further consideration of the 'difficulties attending other courses , of
action, may alter and change his mind,
but the king's first view is more than
likely to be the first view of the nation
also. It will' always be a straightforward and courageous view, and one
free from undue subtlety and finesse.
We have of course no means of knowing what the prince of Wales thought
during the crisis of the late war, but
we should be indeed surprised if his
view was not that of the vast majority
of the British people, L e., one of dogged optimism.

Oalr Three Per Cent, of Area of
and Only Ten Per Cent, of
Farm Under Cultivation.

la-la- nd

From a recent bulletin issued by
the United States geological survel,
entitled, "A Gazetteer of Cuba," compiled by Henry Gannett, geographer,
the following suggestive facts regard' ing the island are taken:
With an acreage of 44,000 squaro
miles and a population in 1899 of
1,572,797, only three per cent, of th&.
area of the island and only ten per
cent, of the area., in farms was under cultivation. The most highly
cultivated portions of the island
were in Mantanzas and Havana provinces, which lie adjoining in its
western part, while in Puerto Principe, the large central province," cultivation was comparatively slight an
the land was used mostly for cattle ranches. The crops, in the order
of areas cultivated, were; first, sugnr
v

1

cane, occupying somewhat less than
half of the cultivated area; next,
sweet potatoes, occupying 11 pr
cent, of the area; tobacco, nine pe
cent, and bananas a trifle less th.v.i
nine per cent. Tobacco and sugar
were grown in all the provinces. In
207 sugar
1899 there were in Cuba
7
mills, with a daily production of
bags.
Light is thrown on the depopulating effect of war in Cuba by ti e
comparison of the census of ISO!)
with that of 1877. In the latter year
it was 1,631.687, or 59,000 more than
12 years later, in 1899. Allowing for
the probable increase in the population between 1887 and 1895, the year
in which the insurrection broke out.
the loss of life, as indicated by the
two censuses, may be estimated at
nearly 200.0CO. a loss to be attributed
to the war and the accompanying
reconcentra t ion.
The bulletin is accompanied by
maps and charts, and contains nearly 4,000 geographic names.
61,-40-

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, 1
Land Office at Roswell, N. M., V
January 27, 1903. j
Notice is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of her intention to make final proof in support of h r
claim, and that said proof will be made before the Register or Receiver at Roswell,
New Mexico, on March 24, 1903, viz: Ida
Application No.
1958, for the southeast quarter Sec. 21, T.
7 S., R. 16 E.
She names the following witnesses to
prove her continuous residence upon and
cultivation of said land, viz: Howard T.
Nixson, of Richardson, N. M.; Samuel G.
Beard, of Richardson, N. M.; Manuel
Vigil, of Richardson, N. M.; Daniel Vigil,
of Richardson, N. M.
Howard Leland, Register.
First publication Feb. 5 6t.
M. Piersol,

Homestead

WARNS ON AMERICAN FINANCE
The London Tlmea Sara That Growlnjr
Liabilities Are a Sonree,
of Danger,
In an editorial article discussing the
present economic sit nation in the United States the London Times says it
considers that, although the commercial credit of the United States is perhaps not quite so good as it was a
year ago and the actual situation not
entirely free from disquieting features, yet, being favored with good
harvests and a promising cotton crop,
business prospects appear to be
healthy for another year.
"For the next few months, at least,
the big harvests of the United States
will probably secure the business
world against the collapse of credit in
Xew York, but," the paper continues,
d
"unless we are to accept the new
doctrine that in some mysterious
way economic laws need not be taken
into account where America is concerned, the present state of things and
the present fashion of finance cannot
fan-gle-

continue

forever.

HOSPITAL

PROVIDENCE

AGeifial Hoppilal for Medieul, Surgical
and ObMetrical c e
Miss M.R. Shaver, Supt,

Oraduite Nort u lufirmaiy of UuiiaviMe,
hy.aid P st Graduate Gei eral Memorial
HoBpiial, New York
in con taction with

tion ap?ly to Sup't

Vy

A

) lot-- pit ui

.

school
For informa-

Cor. Upson Ave.
Telephone 581.

&

N. Santa Fe Street
EL PASO, TEXAS.
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uk hikI Hook.
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promptly

HIIpiI.
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CONTRACTOR and BU.LDER.
K.TIM ATKS

Kaniitliotl

011

brickwork, and Pladeriiu

Stow and
,

Lime and Cement.

,

I.

7.
BADDY

Epithet
Thousand of
Pat lato a Special Dictionary
by a German.
Fight-Causi-

FACTS FROM LAST CENSUS.
There Hu Been a Steady Decline in
'
Illiteracy During the' Last
Ten Years,
The changes that have occurred
during the last two decades in the illiteracy of the inhabitants of this
country are of an interesting character, as detailed in the last report on
population of the twelfth census, says
a Washington exchange. In I8601 of
the aggregate population of 10 years
.of age or over 17 per eenU were classed
as illiterate; in the census of 1890 the
percentage of illiteracy wet 13.3 per
cent., which, in the census of 1890, had
sunk to 10.7 per cent. This indicates
a teady decline in that class of our
people who are entirely without education. This decline is most marked
in the colored race. Thus, in 18S0, there
wtre 4,601,207 colored persons, male
and female, living- in the United States
of 10 years of age and over, and of
this number 3,220,878 could neither
read nor write, thus giving a proportion of illiterates of 70. percent. But
in 1890 the illiterates of negro de57.1 per
cent.,
scent had fallen-tand by the census of 1900 it was shown
that a still' further decline had taken
pláce and that only 44.5 per cent, can
now be thus classified. The number
of foreign illiterates among our-for- eign white population appears to re
main about constants In those of this
class over 10 years of age there were
12 per cent, of illiterates in 18S0, 13.1
per cent, in 1890 and 12.9 per cent, in
1900. On the other hand, among the
native whites this limitation upon intelligence seems to be slowly passing
away. Of the native white population
of over 10 years of age it was found
in 1880 that 8.7 per cent, were illiterate.
This number was reduced in 1890 to
6.2 per ent., and still further reduced
in 1900 to 4.6 per cent. The greatest
in this last respect seems to have
been made in the southern states.
Thus, for example, in Georgia in 1880
23.2 per cent, of the native white pop
ulation of 10 years of age and over
could neither read nor write, but in
1900 this proportion had been reduced
to 11.9 per cent. and the reduction
holds good in nearly all of the gulf
states. In Georgia in 1880 only 18.4
per cent, of the colored population
above 10 years of. age could read or
write, but now this proportion has increased to 47.7 per cent. 'We have
given this simply as an, illustration
of the way in which a gradual and
hiiil) satisfactory change is taking
place among our people. Education is
not everything in fact, a thoroughly
educated man may bé an entirely disreputable character, but in a free coun
try, where the government depends
on the will of the r.ajority, it is es-

o

TO STUDY ARAPAH0ES.

Jaiuea Hooney, of Bureau of Ameri
can Ethnology, to Perform Mission for Chicago Mission.
James Mooney, of the bureau of
American ethnology, has just arrived
in Washington after a few years'
study oí the Kiowa Indians and their
methods of recording heraldry in
their shields and tepee decorations.
Mr. Mooney will make a similar s;udy
of the Arapahoe Indians for the Field

Columbian museum at Chicago. Dr.
G. A. Dorgey, curator of the Field
museum, accompanied Mr. Moody to
the reservation of the Arapahoe Indians and witnessed their sun dance.
His interest became so great in Mr.
Mooney's work that he gave him a
commission for the Chicago museum.
Mr. Mooney had copies made from
the original tepees of the Kiowas by
native Indian artists, showing the
wonderful art of tracing heraldry
through their shield and tent decora
tions. From these paintings on buckskin a group of modejs will be made
for the national museum. There will
be a hundred tepees in the collection,
all surrounding a medicine lodge, and
following the arrangement for the sun
dance.
In the collection for the Field Columbian museum there probably will
be 150 models, the same ideas being
followed out as for the national museum. Mr. Mooney's illustrated report
on the Kiowa Indian medicine lodges
will be issued from the government
printing office within the next few
weeks.

Smithsonian Gets Fine Gift.
The Smithsonian institution has
received from S. S. Rowland, a
vilthy former resident of Wash-- i
on, a valuable collection of articles pertaining to Burmese royalty
and religion which were collected by
the donor during his travels. The articles comprise a number of household and personal effects of the Burmese kin?. A valuable manuscript
of the pentateuch, dating back to
the eleventh century, is a feature of
the collection. Among the other articles is a howdah of the sacred
white elephant of Burmah, and two
carved figures, representing Chinese
gods of war and peace.

JOHN A. BROWN

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

ng

Herr Schuch, a German author, has
compiled a dictionary of 2,500 insulting'
expf esfcions, carefully tabulated, indexed and classified. The work, on
which Herr Schuch has spent years of
labor, is called the Schimpf worter
Lexikon and is divided into five general
heads insults for men, insults for
women, insults for either séx, insults
for children and collective insults for.
syndicates, groups and corporations.
Herr. Schuch; with that minute discernment of the searching German, has
subdivided these classes into smaller
ones, so that wt.en one wishes to call
his friend or enemy a name it needs
but a short consultation with the book
to find the exact epithet or phrase
which will fit the case." This work
would have been invaluable to Mississippi river pilots in the old days,
nd reven how the teamster may regard
it as a welcome addition to his library.
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HEWITT & HUDSPETH,

OF INSULTS.
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WHITE OAKS, N. M.

MERCHANT,

Car of Furniture, Stoves and Geneal Household (ioods.
.

M. H. KOCH,

Scond Hand Goods

Carpenter and Builder.

FURNISH

A HOME.

WHITE OAKS EAGLE

JOB

ESTABLISHED

PR.INTING

1890:

Published Thursdays.

BOOK
WORK.

$1.50 Per year.

Resources of White Oaks:
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Look nt my 6 lock before you buy.
Everything in stock that is noeded to

Undertaker aud Embalmer. Calla in or Gut
oí Town Receive Prompt Attention

AAAAAAAA

í07d8b?

ing Stone, Sulphur and Fire Clay.

'

Irn CopperJ
Silver, Marble, Oil, Build
The finest Climate on Earth.
Gold- - CoaI.

JOS. WH ITE.

Freighter and Contractor for all kinds

of Team work, Hauling etc. Prompt
attention given to all orders. Prices

(J&tJ)

.

Reasonable

TRADE IS SOLICITED.

YOUR

4 Important Gateways 4

-

Canned Lobster Wanted.
American canned lobster is wanted
everywhere in Germany, but there
seems to be no efficient connection
between dealers and American pro-

ducers.

-

.
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Chance Saved the Champion.
Like many another popular idol,
Cresceus was of humble origin, and
worked unusually hard for his honors.
His trainer, the celebrated horseman,
John McCartney, tellsus that. asacolt,
Cresceus "was plain looking, awkward
in all his movements and had little of
the appearance of a coming champion." As a yearling, the colt injured
himself so badly that "his owner, Mr.
George H. Ketcham, a wealthy young
business man. of Toledo. 0.; who hjd
engaged in the horse breeding business on account of failing health, ordered the
says the National
Magazine. The farm superintendent
forgot his orders, the colt was allowed
to run in the paddnck several days rnd
it recovered before he remembered the
orders of Mr. Ketcham. Thus it was
by an accident that Cresceus, 2:02,
the greatest trotting horse the world
ever knew, escaped being1 killed."
coU-killed- ,

"No Trouble to Answer questions."
TAKE

THE

"

All"

nil

FAST
TRAIN
mi

1

This handsomely equipped traiu leaves El Paso daily and
runs through to St. Louis without change, where direct connections are made for the North and East: also direct connections
via Shreveport or New Orleans for all points in the Southeast.
Latest Pattern Pullman Buffet Sleepers
Elegant New Chair Cars

Seats free

r

Solid Veslibuled Trains Throghout.

For desriptive pamphlet, or other information, call on or
address,
R W. CURTIS

S. W. P.

A

P. TURNER
Q. P. & T. A.

Paso, Texas.

Dallas, Texas

Notice for Publication.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

EI

Department of the Intekiou,

Laud Olfiee at Roswel), Now Mexico,
January, I7th 100:i- Notice is hereby Riven that the following
named settler has filed notice of his Intention
Letter List.
to make final proof in support of liis claim,
Letters remaining uncalled for in the and that Baid proof will be made before the
Probate Clerk at Lincoln, New Mexico, on
White Oaks postoffice February i, 1903:
March 9, 1903. viz:
Mrs. Geo. K. Stevens.
George A. Hyde, homestead application No.
Mr. Henry Stevenson.
83S, for the SE4 of section 21, township 1Ü
Mrs. Harriette RatÜff.
South of range 9 E mt.
He names the following witnesses to prove
Miller.
Felix
Mr.
L.
rather than
sential that inte'lk'-Micontinuous residence upon and cultivation
his
Mr. Charles W. Collier.
igndrance'chould
itrol public policy
said land, viz :
of
Senor Don Rosenda Blea.
and unlcji citizen can read and write
John 0. Wharton, o( Hondo, N. M., Walter
neces
it is hardly possible to have this
Senor Don Ciriaco Jaramillo.
C. Hyde, of Hondo, N. M., Fred Crosby, of
ary result secured.
Sr. Listo Montolla.
Three Rivers, N.M..C. VVulker Hyde, of Hondo
Respectfully,
N. M.,
' A heavy snow fa:l is reported in northern
Howard Lkland,
John A. Brown,
New Mexico.
Postmaster.
Register.

Land Office, Roswell, N. M., Jan. 6, 1902.
Notice is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of his intention to make final proof in support of his
claim, and that said proof will be made before the United States Commissioner at
Lincoln, New Mexico, on February 24th,
1903, viz: Walter C. Hyde, Homestead
application No. 1090, for the e2 ne4 Sec 31
and V2 nw4 Sec 32, T. 10 S., R. 10 E.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon and
cultivation of said land, viz:
Calvin W. Hyde, of Three Rivers, N. M.
John C. Wharton,
"
Victoriano Crawford,
Geo. A. Hyde,
Howard Leland, Register.
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Editor.
S. M. Wharton.........
Business Manager.
Silos It. May,..

Official Paper Lincoln County.

Thursdays
THURSDAY FEB. 12,

$1.50
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TO W0R.K FOR STATEHOOD.
Chairman Hopewell, of the democratic
territorial committee, in accordance with
resolutions passed by that committee at its
recent meeting, has appointed the following committee to go to Washington to work
for the passage of the Omnibus statehood
to congress H. B.
bill:
of Albuquerque; Former Associate-Justic- e
of the Territorial Supreme Court,
N. B. Laughlan of Santa Fe; E. V. Chave;
of Albuquerque, and J. E. Wharton, editor
of the White Oaks Eagle.
It is a peculiar thing that on this committee there should have been appointed
the only newspaper man in the territory who has opposed statehood for New
Mexico. It is to be hoped, however, that
the editor of the White Oaks Eagle has experienced a change pf heart and that the
entire democratic committee may do effective work for the cause which they are sent
to Washington to promote. Raton Range.
In justice to J. E. Wharton and in order
to relieve the anxiety of the editor of the
Range we beg to inform Mr. Stivers that
J. E. Wharton is not now, and never has
been editor of the White Oaks Eagle, and
that it is S. M. Wharton, a younger brother,
who has been the subject of the calumnies
of the territorial press for having opposed
the admission of the territory of New Mexico. We have never experienced a change
of heart in this regard, and have given
from time to time our reasons fcr opposing
admission, and if the editor of the Range
has not forgotten the time that Delegate to
Congress, B. S. Rodey was trying to annihilate us through the columns about half
the papers in the territory, he certainly
should understand our position on this
great? question.
As to J. E. Wharton's opinion of the admission of New Mexico alone, we cannot
say what his belief in the matter is, but it
is our understanding that he favored it with
an "if that "if" being that the enabling
act should provide an educational qualification, making it mandatory that the
voter should read, write and speak the
language of the country. We think he
made that statement publicly last year, and
are certain unless there has been a change
in the last sixty days that he has bitterly
opposed unqualified admission ever since
he was a member of the New Mexico legislature. He, so we. arc informed, went
on record at Santa Fe before the committee
that sent him to Washington, or at least
before prominent members of that committee, as strongly favoring the admission of
New Mexico and Arizona as one state, and
evidently that is what sent him to the na
tional capital.
Now, the Eagle will venture the prediction that if New Mexico is admitted to the
union during the next ten years it will be
through the provisions of the bill uniting
the territories or providing for joint statehood.
That the Range and others of our valued
exchanges, who have been cussiug, discussing and in some instances misrepresenting us, we will republish in full, in this
connection, our editorial, issue of January
8, under the caption of "Admit New Mexico and Arizona," which constitutes moot
we have said on this subject for more thin
a year.
Ex-Deleg-

Fer-guss-

on

"Admit New Mexico And Arizona.."
The Eagle is for statehood for Arizona
and New Mexico as one state, and is not
sentimental as to names. Call it New
Mexico, Arizona, Montezuma, or any other
suitable name.
Those people who are so selfish or senti
mental, as that they will vote against statehood unless it comes under such circumstances as that they can control all tha
offices, or unless the name New Mexico is
retained, are not th3 ones to whom tin
people of New Mexico should look for
counsel in this matter. Let us ignore the
politicians and act ia tha interest of tho
people.
The minute New Mexico and Arizona are
admitted as one state, all objections to its
admission into the union is practically
eliminated.
It would be a live, energetic
American community, and would have ample property to maintain a state government without any increase in tax levies. It
would, when fully developed, be the grandest state in the Rocky Mountain section of
the United states. No objection can b3
urged against union that any reasonable
man would consider for a minute. The
argument is all the other way.
The republicans of New Mexico claim to
be expansionists, yet when the proposition
is made to reach out and take Arizona and
make one slate of the territories now comprising both Arizona and New Mexico, they
declare they will vote against such a measure, if it is enacted by congress, when the
question of the adoption of a constitution
In short, they
is submitted to a vote.
think a whole lot more of the spoils than
they do of statehood. If they cannot count
on getting the offices, they will oppose statehood, under any other condition.
The Eagle opposed statehood for New
Mexico alone, because the people are not
now able to stand the extra expense of a
state government over that of a territory,
and also other reasons which have been
The
discussed sufficiently heretofore.
Eagle is for the admission of New Mexico and
Arizona as one state, than the ordinary tax
levy would be sufficient for extra expenses.
The Eagle is right on both propositions.
Let us take in Arizona and make one of
the grandest states of this, the grandest
country on earth.
The republican Senators can act in perfect accord with parcy pledges and vote for
a bill to admit New Mexico and Arizona as
one state. Tha fact that it would be a democratic state should not influence their
action, but the fact that New Mexico alone
has not wealth sufficient to stand the expenses of a state government; and that
both territories united would make a state
able in every way to take care of itself,
should control their action and cause them
to vote to make one state of both territories.
ABOUT FOREST RRERVES.
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Warren's advice that the matter be left
alone until the next meeting, because nothing could be done in the way of legislation

for the change at this session of congress,
started the discussion. The resolution calling for the change in control was adopted
with the understanding that it was to be
worded to meet the approval of Senator
Warren. Drover3 Telegram.
--

Alto Happenings.
Regular Correspondence.
Snow fell last night to the depth of five
inches.
E. W. Wright has just finished shearing
his five hundred head of Angora goats.
Some of his mohair measuring from nine to
ten inches.

...SHOES.
SELZon

Shoe

a

means what sterling
does on Silver

Dr. Welch and Mrs. Rice of Parsons
were in Alto a few days since. The Dr.
doing some dental work.

F.

M.

Crockett of Bonito, was in and

around Alto Thursday.
A. C. Storms of Hondo, was a visitor
Saturday.
Supt. of schools, Ed J. Coe was visiting
schools in this part of the country Thursday and Friday.

We

Will Give

Ton
the BEST Values in
Shoes Obtainable. . . .

J. H. Skinner of Bonito was in the Alto
vicinity taking orders for fruit trees this
week.
Rev. Geo H. Brewer of Albuquerque,
General Missionary and Secretary of the
New Mexico and Arizona Baptist conventions, preached at Angus Friday evening

February 6.

ROYAL BLUE

ANGUS.
Regular Correspondence.

The Byrds have arrived at Pine Lodge.
It is to be hoped they will grace the valley
with their presence the rest of the year.
at
There is to be a valentine social
our school house Friday night. The ladies
are taking considerable pains to have an
enjoyable entertainment.
The bill heads the Eagle printed for the
Bonito Park Fruit Farm were an artistic
production; clear handsome type, fine golden ink. Spacing of the matter was well
arranged, showing the printer was an artist.
No better work could be supplied in any
city.
About half of the time the mail does not
arrive at Gapitan until after the carrier has
left. The Eagle did not arrive 'till Monday for th'e last two weeks. How would you
enjoy cold pan cakes?

The press notices a new patented electric
device to determine the pressure of water
under ground that bids fair to put the
witch-hazwands out of commission. The
claim is that when the needle of the device
begins to show vibration, that it can be
possitively stated there is water below.
United States experts are now testing the
invention and favorably impresssed with
its possible success. The desert plains of
our threatened twin state, so brown and
sear, promise to be a great revelation to us
Their adaptability for settlement now
seems to be a mere, matter of a device well
and windmill then wash soil has no
superiority for fertility. With the increased knowledge of subterranean water flow,
the plains bid fair to be settled over with
prosperous farmers and happy families,
sheltered beneath vine and fruit trees.
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Mr. Fergusson said that to invite the federal authorities to inspect sheep on the
range was to invite them to prohibit the
sheepmen from using the range altogether.
He said that under the pretense of protecting the range from scabies the federal inspectors could prevent the sheepmen from
grazing a hoof on the public domain.
It
would
was bad enough now, he said, and
be a great deal worse if this additional authority were placed in the hands of the
federal authorities.
The question of a transfer of the control
of the national forest reserves from the inThe cause of the terrible wreck at Tecoterior to the agricultural department also lote according to the report of the coroner's
brought out animated discussion. Senator jury, was a crew of drunken train men.
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A. H. Norton went to

Jicarilla Tuesday.

Jno. H. Canning, Nogal Mercantile Co.,
was in town yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs.

Ed Lee's baby has been

sick for several days.
We have just unloaded a car of nice
bright Kansas Hay.
Ziegler Bros.
Phil Reasoner has been laid up with a
sprained back.
Cole Younger has at last been granted a
full pardon.
Mr. Garst of the Eagle Mining & Imp.
Co., is at Hotel Baxter.
Bud Ravencraft is in the city shaking
hands with old acquaintances.
The Free Gold Mining & Milling Co.
had a pay day last week.
John Guram is in from Angus with a
load of apples from the Bonito Park Fruit

Farm.

Picacho Pickups.

and PERSONAL NEWS.

Regular Coirespondence.
We regret to chronicle the severe illness
of Mrs. R. P. Hopkins, but are glad to report the announcement that she is considered out of danger.
Domicio Rubio was examined by Justice
of Peace Geo. Kimbrill on a charge of
theft. The property being two ' horses,
owned by one Juan Lopez of Chavez county. The defendant was bound over to the
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Overcoat

district court.'
The Misses Little and Ada Forte are visiting Miss Amanda Clements. We wish
them a pleasant stay on the Hondo.
Messrs. Biard and Clements have moved
their sheep to another section. Probably
to the Corona country.
high
We hear of alfalfa growing
without irrigation in the country above
Torrance, but it seems to us like a dream.

--

AND

Sleavy

Winter

John S. Casey loaded up his wagon and
left in search of pastures new.
The public school still seems to flourish.
Type
Enrollment and attendance both being

E. Hubbell, representing Denver
Foundry, called on the Eagle force, Tuesday.
Silas May, business manager of the
Eagle Printing CJpmpany, came in from
Capitán Friday.
Messrs. Jaffa, Prager and Lutz have
disolved pardnership, Lincoln Trading Co.
stores, Lincoln. Jaffa keeps the business.
J. M. Rjce, Manager of the Eagle Mining & Improvement Co., came in Tuesday
from Chicago. He went to Parsons this
morning.

if I

Co,

Clothing

good.
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Albert Turner who has been superin
During this month, at
tending Mr. Bremont's sheep has resigned
;
Vi
his position and returned to San Angelo,
Tex., his fomer home.
Here is the verdict returned in a recent
suit against a railroad in Pennsylvania,
"If
the train had been run as it should have
been ran, if the bell had been rung as it
should have been rang, if the whistle had
been blowed as it should have been blew
both of which they did neither the cow
J. G. Riggle was here from Angus Tues- would not have been injured when he was
day with another big load of those fine killed." Roswell Register.
CAPITAL STOCK $300.000
The above clipping from the Row.il! pa
apples grown on the Peters farm, at Angus.
TWINTY-FIV- E
THOUSAND SHARES of the capital stock of this company
Granville Bradford, our printer "pied' per compelled us to remember the remarks
T
loc'per share, par value $1.00 per share.
now
offered
at
are
hisappitite the first of the week and called made abput New Mexico judges and juries, X THE right to advance price without notice is reserved. For prospectus giving
full information, address: A. P. GREEN, Secretary,
in Dr. Lane, Tuesday afternoon to pre- by the Hou. gentleman from that state.
too?
a
he
reflect
little
Can't
Exchange Bank Building.
scribe for indigestion.
White Oaks, New flexlco.

ZIEGLER BROTHERS.

ÍCOMREY OIL COMPANY

!
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E. H. B. Chew, Sr., came in Tuesday
from Philadelphia. He went out to his
Patos ranch today where he will spend
some time before he returns east.

JICARILLA DISTRICT.
Sheepmen Prosperous.

When good water shall have been
veloped at several
the company
de-poin-

ts

Jicarilla Coming Vo Work Go
W. A. Hyde, one of our most successcan make engines do twice as much as
H. Norton and Mrs. Margarette
ful
sheep men, was in White Oaks, Moning on all Over the Camp
Brooking were married at the home of
at present. Alamogordo News.
dar. He tells us he just sold his spring
Mrs. Brookin, on White Oaks avenue, Regular Correspondent..
The action of Messrs. Hawkins and
wool clip of 20,000 pounds to H. Lutz, of
Friday, at 8:30 p.m., Rev. G. G. HamilThe Rico Mining &Milling Co. are work Lincoln; for 12 cents per pound. Mr.
all in standing against the usual army
ton preforming the ceremony. The Eagle ing a good force of men in Juana Gulch.
Hyde is making preparations to feed his of legislative imployees is a commendable
is one of their well wishers.
A Mr. Hopkins has bought a number of
forgotten by New
mutton sheep this fall, and has purchased and will not be
Mrs. M. G. Paden has returned from placer claims from M. H. Price and is pre- the large alfalfa farm on the Ruidoso, Mexicans.
Chicasha, Ind. Ter., where she had been paring the grounds for the erection of known as the Teofolo Sisiieros place. He
A Washington dispatch announces that
visiting her brother and sister, Dr. Thur- - machinery to work it.
paid $4,000 for the property with its water Judge
Daniel H. McMillan, associate
The hammer and drill may be heard in rights.
man Williams and Miss Ella Williams.
justice of the territorial supreme court.
She came via of Roswell and Lincoln. Dr. all parts of the district and Jicarilla is forgMr. Hyde tell? us his sheep are fat and
ing ahead, 1903 promising good things that the season this winter could not be has filed his answer supported by numer
Paden met her at Lincoln.
ous affidavits in refutation of the charges
more favorable to the sheep business.
J. M. Hawkins, formerly of the El Paso for the community.
Edward Fox, Superintendent and Man The frequent snow fall has enabled sheep filled against him sometime ago. The
Daily News, is head craftsman now of the
answer, it is understood, is very complete
Alamogordo News, and the improvement ager of the Hawkeye group of gold claims men to push their flocks further out to
and wiih the affidavits disproves fully every
in that Journal last week cannot be over in Jicarilla, has let two contracts for devel- good grass.
allegation made to improper conduct of the
One for 50 feet of depth in shaft
looked by any newspaper man who has opment.
TROUBLE.
CAUSES
WATER
judge. The attorney general has the matbeen acquainted with the life of the paper. and another for 50 feet of drift work, and
ter under consideration and it is expected
has ask for bids for another 50 feet of drift.
Roy Gumm has gone to Angus and Par
A blacksmith shop is in course of construc
El Paso and Northeastern Still Ham- - that the judge will be fully exonerated
sons from which places he will bring a
from the charges filed
tion, tramways, hacks etc. are beinff prepered by Alkaline Water Along
hack-loa- d
of young ladies to the bache
pared, and a mill for the treatment of ores
Route.
We have just a few good Overcoats &
lors' club ball here Friday night, the 13th
mine is soon to follow.
from
the
is
Paso
of
up
El
Skeats
M.
E.
Professor
left, which are being closed out
Ulsters
inst. There may be fewer bachelors here
added improvements the road experimenting on water, in an
has
H.
Talbert
Ed
very cheap.
when the spring time comes "Gentle Annie"
building.
his
store
to
to
pre
treat
fluid
the
to
chemicaly
effort
Ziegler Bros.
our bachelors are becoming more aggress
is building a dwelling house near vent damage to flues of railway engines
Hatfield
ive, and they are a jolly lot of good fellows.
the head of Ancho Gulch, and is doing a
The Eagle's Clubbing Offer.
The Carizozo water was treated in a
Here's to the bachelors!
good deal of other work, such as sinking way that lessened the destruction of flues,
Eagle subscribers (new and those re
etc. in the course of the but the compound used caused foaming newing) may now take advantage of
drifting
shafts,
the
Methodist Church.
regular development of his claim.
and a second compound was needed to following clubbing offers:
Rev. Geo. G. Hamilton will preach
W. W. Fitspatrick has bonded two of remedy this trouble. Prof. Skeats there Eagle and Thrice-a-Wee- k
World, one
morning and evening on the ninth and
his claims to W. A. Mclvers, who is going fore changed his base of operations and is
year
$2 00
tenth commandments respectively, this
to do considerable development on the pro- trying the water at another station.
k
Eagle
and
Republic,
ending the commandment services. Mr
He has also one other claim
perties.
That trains are late and engines have to
one year
2 10
H. has been trying to secure he service of
bonded to a different party, who is to begin go into the shops for repairs to leaky flues, Eagle and The Commoner, one year.
2 00
Dr. H. B. Cockrell, editor of the Illustrated development immediately.
"
" Mines and Minerals, 1 yr. 2 00
or to have scraping done, are due to alkali
Methodist Magazine, of St. Louis, for a
" The Saturday Edition of
series of meetings in White Oaks, and now
The Baptist congregation have bought water.
Colorado
Springs Mining Record,
Every railway that has crossed the plains
of success. Dr. Cockrell is the lot where the old town hall stood, and
has hoDes
one year
... 2 00
t
well known throughout the South as Editor will build a church on it immediately. This has had trouble to find' water that would Eagle and Cosmopolitan, one year. . . 2 10
Eagle subscribers will be given cut rates
Rev. T. L. Lallance, is commendable enterprise. Bids are not not injure flues nor foam. The Southern
and Evangelist.
on
all publications listed by the News
in
secur
$2,000,000
probably
spent
Pacific
Presiding Elder, will arrive in town next all in yet and the style of the building not
of this eountry and Europe by
agencies
ing good water.
Wednesday, the 1,8th. inst., and will definitely determined.
subscribing through this office.
has good
The El
preach that evening at 7:30, after which
Try some of our choice Golden Niagara water at Fort Bliss, poor in El Paso, fair
Paul Mayer has received at White Oaks,
will be held the session of the second quarload of wagons and buggies. This is
& Vegetables
a
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at
terly conference. Don't fail to hear him
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then, as it is likely this will be the only in the
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service he will hold.
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WHERE GOLD IS STORED.

DISTRIBUTE DISEASE

the Nation's f 577,000,000, Only
la Kept In VaulU at

Street Cars as Disseminates of

Washington.

fectious Maladies.

Of the $577,000,000 gold held by the
government, only $7,655,292 is actually stored in the vaults of the treasury at Washington. The subtreasury
at New York contains $IS7,523,51)7 of
the yellow metal and the assay oflice
in that city $28,923,402, while the
mints at San Francisco and Philadelphia are caring for $147,325,363 and
The
$94,305,291, respectively.
at Philadelphia has $9,035,-55- 7
And the subtreasury at San Francisco $27,751,441.
The subtreasury at Chicago is accountable for $23,8G8,124; at Boston,
$19,033,557; at St. Loius, $10 372.644,
and-- at' New Orleans, $5 Su(),116, and
the mint, at the city last named holds
$1.055.HC5.
The assistant treasurers
at Baltimore and Cincinnati have in
their vaults $6,300,057 and $4,946,290,
respectively, and the assay office at
sub-treasu-

ry

,

Seattle is charged

with

$1,723,703,

largely, gold bullion received from
the..Nome and Klondike fields.
The remainder of tlie fund is in the
mints f.t Carson City and Denver and
the assay offices at T5isc, Charlotte,
Helena, St. Louis and Deadwood, the

amounts ranging from

THE

In-

at

$660,237

Denver and $1,448 at St. Louis.

WAR BLOCKS CIVILIZATION.
Belligerent Spirit Declared by Q,ua-- kera to Destroy the Growth of
Peaceful Arts.
At. the great "peace meeting" just
held at Asbury Park, N: J., in connection with the Quaker conference, nearly 2,000 Quakers were in attendance.
paper was read by Henry M. Havi-lanof Brooklyn, declared:
"We can't be careless with dynamite,
if we want to live a quiet life. Nations
having irreconcilable lines of progress
have seemed to be able to ascertain
that which is most fit to survive only
by the arbitrament of the sword, but
who can say how many peaceful arts
have been destroyed, how much the
progress of the conquered race has
been retarded, how much the spirit of
intolerance, arrogance, vainglory and
hypocritical cant has not been fostered in the victorious nation and has
interrupted her development?
"Civilization is not extended so
much by stretching the boundary line
as by the growth of peaceful arts; it
is suspended during national con
flicts."

A

d,

Vitiated Air and Expecit orations Hender Thene Conveyances Fruitful Sources of Contagion-Ne- ed
of Stringent Ralea.
In the larger cities of this country
the street car is as potent a factor in
the dissemination of communicable
diseases as many of those usually catalogued in the standard works of hy
giene, in these larger centers 01 population the condition is one of an excessive number of passengers crowded
into a limitednumber of cars. In some
cities this continues throughout the
entire day, and in all of them during,
the morning and. evening hours. During the period of congested traffic, the
cars are crowded to the limit! every
seat being occupied, arid the aisles and
rear platforms literally packed with
oil classes of our variegated popula-

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

Rock Island System
RUNS

tion, says the Interstate Medical Journal.
The ventilation of these cars is inferior, both on account of inattention
to this important matter on the part
of the builders of this class of rolling
stock, and. also because the passengers
differ so widely as to the proper tem-

2Daily Trains2
The Fastest Ever to Kansas City, St.Louis,,
Chicago, or Memphis and Principal Points
Beyond. Call on Agent for full information.
R. Q. WING, Agt. Carrizozo, N.M.

perature and circulation necessary
..
to their comfort.
Tuberculosis is undoubtedly propagated through the medium of these
cars, which become infected by the
promiscuous expectoration indulged
in by consumptives, notwithstanding
notices of warning. Hannum, of Cleveland, recently examined 25 specimens
of sputum found in street cars (15
from the interiors and ten from the
rear platforms): the tubercle bacillus
was present in three instances. Other
specimens showed the pneumococcus
and the bacillus influenzae.
These conditions, the person-to-perso- n
contract, and the breathing of

A.N.BROWN,
F & P. A. El Paso, Texas.

POHLE & PARMELEE

S.

fi

-

diseases. Of course, it is only problematical as to the number of smallpox cases which were infected
through these conditions during "the
recent epidemic, but it is certain that
but few better opnnrtunities of in-- f
Mi'-nre offered than though Ve
s!
contact of all c!as?-.Other transrni.-si- . le diseases cm
very easily be, and no doubt are, communicated in the sime way.
Takes Soapi Other'Spits.
this problem is not
The solution-owere two easy. Stnet railway companies are
and Mr. O
Mrs. M
nervous sufferers, one of whom hypinclined to relieve the present
notized the other. When Mrs. M
situation without compulsion. Health
had been put into a hypnotic sleep officers, however, have authority over
of the Paris school the sanitation of these public con
Prof. Binet-Sargof psychology, placed on the tongue veyances. This authority in most
of Mr. O a quantity of soap. In- municipalities gives sufficient power
stantly Mrs. M at the other end of to prevent undue overcrowding of
the room went through an expressive cars when such prevention would be
pantomime, spitting and gesticulatfor the protection of public health.
ing and displaying all the symptoms When necessary, as in times of a
of disgust felt by the other. It was general epidemic, such authority
impossible for Mrs. M to see what should be exercised. Under all cirwas being done, as her eyes were cumstances regular disinfection of
bandaged and every precaution had street cars should be practiced in an
been taken against trickery.
efficient manner. In this way the
can be made biologically clean,
cars
Evolution In the Country.
the health of the community et-tIt is reported that the piano agents and protected.
There is just as much
are selling large numbers of these occasion for this
procedure as tl ere
instruments to the farmers. Alas! is for the disinfection of Pullman
exclaims the Chicago Record-Heralcars, now energeiically practiced at
Has the cabinet organ gone the way
different points. Investigation has
of all things earthly?
developed the fact that there is but
one city in the country, Philadel
California Excusión.
phia, where nny pretense is made of
The
Commencing February 15th, the E. P. disinfection of street cars.
city
of
comnnny
Union
Traction
that
& N. E. Ry. will sell second class tickets to
acid
with
cars
carbolic
its
disinfects
California points at a very low rate of fare,
This possibly answers for the killing
and in addition will allow liberal
of bacterial life on the floors and
For full information call on the undersigned. walls of the cars, but does no good
R. G. Wing, Agent.
for the contaminated places v.here
Carrizozo, N. M.
dust has settled, and which nothing
but a gaseous agent would reach.
A bill creating a school of miners has
Whooping caugh, grip and diphtheria
been introduced in the Texas legislature.
El Paso is making an effort to secure the are reported extant in sections of the Ter
ritory.
location. El Paso is the place to put it.
(H,;-c:-
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(Veo trpted tr, determine the befit method f
treaiment. We have a new and thoroughly
equipped Laboratory. Over 30 years of rao
tical experience in Colorado. Prices and
sample cka free on application'
1627 Champa St.. Denver, Celo.
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ASSAYERS and CHEHISTS,

JBBECJi

Notary Public
Fire and Life

vitiated air frequently laden with
contagious exhalations and with dust
from dried sputum, are most favorable to the distribution of contagious
,

PARKER,

M.

"-

Pacific Company,

New Solid Through,

Has Just

Pulman Daily Train,

mm
(1

1

All

LET WEEN.
Los Angeles, El Paso and Chicago.
EOR STRICTLY FIRST CLASS

Odd of

TRAVEL ONLY,

49

hours Ei, Paso to Kansas Cy.
424 " Ei. Paso to Chicago
V
Ei, Paso to St. Louis
38
66 M
El Paso to New' York.

28

49

i
I

Wafoosj

49

I

Passenger limit to Berth Capacity of the Train, 75 Berths.
DINING

CAR

SERVICE AIL THE

s.

laul layer
49
49
49

o
0

WAY.

EL PASO &
NORTHEASTERN SYSTEM
this train stops only at El Paso,

N.B.

On

the

Alamogordo, Carrizozo and Santa
Rosa. First train Leaves El Paso November 4th, 1902.
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GOLDEN GATE CITY LEADS.
The Ontario inspector of fisheries, who has been in northern Ontario for the last few
Ranks llilrd.
weeks,
reports that the German
,10t on,y become danger
lias
The number of people who volun oarP
Good Rigs Meet Every Train Always There.
ous
to
hsh, as has Deen frequentother
tarily shuffled off this mortal coil in ly claimed, but
that in Cook's bay, Lake
American and other cities during last
Simeoe,
where
there were formerly
year has been investigated by some
L.M. N. Mc REYNOLDS, Prop., C arrizo zo, N.M:
of wild rice, not a
acres
of
hundreds
delver in statistics and the following poear of
that plant is to be seen
figures indicate the results: San Franis true of the Holland river,
same
The
cisco leads with the largest ratio, 39.1 where there were at one time 1,500
per 100,000 of population. Next come acres of rice. The carp have eaten it
another Pacific coast city, Los Angeles, root, branch and seed.
with a ratio of 29.8. The reader haa The almost incredible part of it is
5helton-Payn- e
naturally been looking for Chicago, that the fish have entirely destroyed
next
come
and that city does, in fact,
the fields in one year. The aquatic
with a ratio of 24.0, followed by the birds
visit the locality, finding
which
Wholesale and Ketail Fire Arrues, Ammunition,
,
neighboring city of Milwaukee, whose
grounds
feeding
usual
r
nal all lllCJ
TVT,
J
Saddles, Harness, Leather, Hardware. We make a
J
DO O
uroe
man
nave
uisapueaieu,. cut smiu iiicn
Specialty of Fire Arms, Ammunition and Stock
of 21.8
scene of the
away in search of others.
move
.í'and
Saddles. All mail orders given prompt Attention.
persons per 100,000 of population,
too,
complain,
sportsmen
he
local
Cincinnati followed close with 21.2.
the carp have attacked the beds
El Paso, Texas.
EI Paso
301--3- 03
New Haven is next with 20.9, and then thatwild
too,
are
they,
and
celery,
that
of
comes the borough of Manhattan with.'
almost completely destroyed.
20.0, though greater New York as ai
It remains to be seen what the ef
whole is well down the list with a ratid fect of this wholesale destruction of
of only 13.6. This is less than Roches- aquatic vegetation will be upon the
ter, Indianapolis,- Philadelphia, Pittsfishes of the locality. The fish
burg. Baltimore, Boston, Detroit, game
ery overseer of the district declares
Omaha and Louisville, besides all of
it is a question whether the
those specifically enumerated above. that
m
d
of the muskallonge can be
pawn
As to the foreign cities, Parisleads the
1
and developed without the rice
UNSCREENED COAL
list with a ratio of 42, followed by beds. He does not accuse the carp of
SCREENED COAL
Berlin 36, Vienna 28 and London 23. eating
$310
$4.00
the eggs of the other fish, but
There were more suicides in Saxony states that
they keep the water conthan in any other country, 31.1 per 100,-00- 0. inuallv disturbed, and that to their
This coal is guaranteed as good
In Denmark the ratio was 25.8, in presence in these waters must be at- can be secured west
as any
Austria 21.2, in France 15.7. in the Ger- ributed the decrease in the number
of the Pennsylvania fields.
man empire 14.3, and Sweden, Norway, of muskallonge frequenting them for
Belgium. Great Britain, Italy, the
Unless otherwise specified in
spawning purposes.
United States and Spain followed in
order screenedcoal will be given,
the order given.
A Monster Mushroom.
Leave orders with Taliaferro
The table referring to American
Weigth three pounds four ounces,
cities is somewhat difficult to explain. circumference forty-fiv- e
inches, is the
Mercantile and Trading Co.
Whv the city of the golden gate, and description of another
monster
.
California. wih its glorious climate, mushroom which has been gathered
j a mi aaw
44
its sunshine, its fruit and its' flowers, at Braconash, Norwich, England.
should show the greatest number of
(ft
suicides seems a mystery, unless the
ADVICE FOR A WAITER.
YJ
presence of a large Chinese population
explains it. The high suicide rate How a Diner Made Sore That the
of Chicago is, perhaps, accounted for
Man Would Kememau'er Him
by the rush and struggle of that great
Newt Time.
city and the large foreign element it
lüxperienee Convinces.
One Chicago man, laboring under
contains a foreign element, more
Prove its value by investing 10 cents in
over, which comes mainly from those the disadvantage of extreme provo
trial size of Ely's Cream Balm. Druggists
countries where suicide is most fre- cation, recently found a novel way
supply it and we mail it. Full size 50 cents.
quent. The same is perhaps true of nf n f íiriníii or nn orrnirant, woltui. that
ELY BROS., 66 Warren St., New York.
Milwaukee and of Cincinnati. The high his method of serving was wholly un- - Has the very best of aCCOHlClifton, Arizona, Jan. 20, 1899.
rate at New Orleans may possibly be satisfactory, says the Chicago TribMessrs. Ely Bros. : Please send me a 50
attributed to its relation to France una
cent bottle of Cream Balm. I find your
and the ideas and traditions brought
The meal had been an exasperating lHOdationS to be found itltllis remedy the quickest and most permanent
here from Taris, the suicide capital of one. Whenever the waiter was want- cure for catarrh and cold in the head.
.
the world. But New York city casts cu nr uwiiiu nisi
Dell M . Potteb, Gen. Mgr. Ariz. Gold M. Co.
.
linum, n lieu lit:
Messrs. Ely Beos.: I have been afflicted
a cloud over some of these explana w,as not wanted he was hovering section or JNew Mexico.
catarrh for twenty years. It made me
with
tiens. Here are the large foreign pop' about the table attempting to hear
so
weak
I thought I had consumption. I
illations, the stress and strain of liv what was being said. The host and
got one bottle of Ely's Cream Balm and in
ing and working, the poverty, the ex his friends had been compelled to Come and see us.
three days the discharge stopped. It is the
citement. Yet Philadelphia, the ask emphatically for every accom
best siedicine I have used for catarrh.
sleeping city of the humorous para paniment of the meal, even down to
Proborta, Cal. Frank E. Kindlespibe.
M. Lund,
gra pliers, has a higher ratio of sui knives, forks and spoons, so by the
cides than greater New York. And time the coffee and cheese had been
ASK
how is it to be explained that New shoved aside they were in anything
Haven leads all the other New Eng but a pleasant frame of mind. Still,
land cities in the number of suicides? throughout the meal the man who
for
1
St. Paul and Minneapolis lie side by was doing the honors retained his
10 CENT
side, but in Minneapolis the ratio is composure, and did not once find
TRIAL SIZE.
11.4 and in St. Paul it is but 6.5. It fault with the waiter in the latter's
j
2 :
seems that the conclusions must be presence. But he was reserving his
ST
i
:
Ely's Cream Balm
that there is no method in, suicide mad- ammunition for future delivery.
ness and that the effort to reduce it to
Heasked for his check. The wait
Gives Relief at once.
rule is doomed to failure.
er brought it with a gracious bow
It cleanses, soothes and
teals the diciased mem--.and it was paid. Then the host arose
CARP OUSTING WILD DUCK.
vm
vraue. 11i cure v;umri a
reachwith considerable dignity, and,
and drives awny a Cold U A V K F U F R
lathe Head auicklv. It OIH I I
ing in his pocket, extracted a quar
1'iseleiss Themselve, They Have De
S,
is absorbed.
Heals and Protects the Membrane.
C 5"
ter, which he handed to the anxious
Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell. Fall siz
stroyed the Wild Rice Fields
60c; Trial size inc.; lit Druggists or by mall.
looking w.aiter.
In Ontario, Canada.
I.Y BliUTIIEUS, 00 Warren Street, Keif York
5
3
"Now," asked the host, after he
The singular complaint comes fiom had paid the customary tip, "do you
VKMA4
various parts of northern Ontario tha think vou would Remember me if I
50 YEARS'
2
EXPERIENCE
fish are responsible for the disappear came in here again?"
z- 0
'(), yes, sir, yes, sir, I'm sure I
anee of certain kinds of gar.'ie. In lo
calities which were formerly noted fo would," replied the waiter, with a
the excellent duck shooting which they suave smile of satisfaction.
o z 5
"Well," continued the exasperated
offered the birds are now not to be had
guest, "I want you to remember me.
at all.
The ducks, geese and other aquatic Take one more good look at me, so
Trade Marks
birds were formerly in the habit o vou will make no mistake. And if
Designs
S
rl
0
z
Copyrights Ac.
frequenting the large fields of wild rio you ever see me in this place in the
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
in the lakes and streams of parts o
future you will keep just as far away
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Communlc..
invention is probably patentable.
Ontario, but now theee fields have been from me as the walls will allow. If
tlons strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents-sen- t
you should attempt to wait on me
in many instances, destroyed by t h.
free. Oldest agency for securinirpatents.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive
German carp, which has found its way again, I give you fair warning that
tpeeial
notice, without charge, la the
1
into these waters. The vegetarian die I'll bounce one of these oak chairs
of this detestable fish not only ruin
off the top of your head
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest clr- With this parting shot the out
the flavor of its own flesh, but exhaust
dilution of anr scientlflo journal Terms, a a
on
heel
and
his
raged guest wheeled
the food supply of twjme of the mos
lour montos, bu ooia Dyaii newsaeaiers.
aesiraoie iorms or feathered game walked briskly from the place. The
C0 36iBro.dwa,. nwYnrk
says the New 'rk Sun
:
waiter did not reovf tot half an
CO
Branch Office, 626 F BU Washington, D. C

Carrizozo Livery Stable
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LINCOLN COVNTY MINES

CATTLEMEM

IN EARNEST.

........
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WKa.t

Mining

People Say About

Money (Juickly and Willingly Provided
for Drill Fence Movimen!.

Dis- -

Iricis of Lincoln County.
The principal
properties here aro tli3 Old Aba and South
Homestake, belonging to the Eagle Minting and Improvement Company; the North
Homestake, belonging to the Lynn Mining and Industrial Company; and the Rita,
in the hands of the Rita Consolidated
Gold Mining Company. All th2se are
operating. The Old Abe is on a north-sout- h
ore belt which is next to a porphyry
and granite wall, the other wall having
been obliterated.
It is oponed and worked
shaft, with a
through a ioo-foo- t
winze that sinks from tha 1,300 level.' In
the course of development levels have been
run every fifty feet between the 800 and
stations. From the surface of
1,300-folevel the ore comprised is an
to the 800-fooxidized material, gray and white quartz;
all carrying free gold, which was recoverBelow the 800-foed by amalgamation.
level the same kind of free gold quartz has
been accompanied by band? of iron sulphides which are also partially free milling.
At the 1,300-folevel this sulphide body is
said to widen to sixty feet iy places. Considerable of the gangue rook is phorphyritic
as well as quartz. This main vein is said
to average about forty feet in width, who:e
ore has averaged a value of $3 per ton. A
parallel vein, opsnod from the same workings, is about two feet wido, but has much
richer ore. The two are about forty feet
apart. The South Homestake, virtually a
part of tho Old Abe group, is on the parallel vein, whose ores are similar. This vein
is considerably developed from a 680-foshaft. Tho Old Abo is well equipped with
hoisting facilities, machine shop and a
twenty-stam- p
mill,
with amalgamating
plants and Frue vanners.
Cyañiding
equipment has also been put in and the
intention at present is to cyanide the concentrates.
6o-fo-

a A

fl

ft
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Abeytac Short $15,000.

0

Also during the present month
we will make special prices on

GRAIN AND' FLOUR
alialerro; Mercantile "anil Trading

CHURCH DIRECTORY.
ot.im
"

".''Klbath-Scl- i
)
iui,

.:J
ll:0t)

ot

i

a.m.

collector of Socorro comity, made
3:t:0
Afternoon mcetinj-'" 7:00
.Prenchinjf.
his final report to the county commissionars
PiMvor im'Ot.Miji.Wod. 7:W)
Wednesday afternoon. This report shows :; I.mlies' 11. M. tf. Fri. :!:()
" 7:0J
Y.
mooting,
Mr. Abeyta to bo short in his accounts in
;ire eonlial) v initod.
his'
the sum of $15,077. Si. According-tIlAiui-Toxf: ; '
statement, $3,800 of this sum is due to the
io

:

at Methodist Cliureli.

Services

,

Abran Abeyta, the retiring treasurer and

p. in.
p ni.

p.'iu.
p. in.

Pastor.

,

,

"v''

i

;

THE BAPTIST CHURCH.

.

Sunday School at 10 o'clock a.m. Preacliiny
Abeyta's attorneys have made a proposi1st. frtvV :irI.. Sunday 'iu fa. m.
and 7:L'0 p. in
tion to the county commissi oners to tho ef111.
Voiini; Poopln's Union C:t.- Prayer
Tunsday 7 :3Ü i. 111.
K. P. Poi'K,
fect that he will raise $15,000, will make tneetiug
Pastor.
good his shortage to .tho territory, and wijj
PLYMOUTH CONGRGATIONAL
apply the balance of that sum upon hi";
'
shortaL'.i to'tho coüntv' on th? cóndfnoñ
CHURCH.
' Pivuehinyservices, Sunday 11 a. ni. and
that his and his brother Ricardas property 7:;)0p;m.
be released from tho lev placel uío.i it a
Suniiay b'oliool, l;i:i:C a. m.
!iiftMinSuii(ay,2.p.iii.
few days ago by the Vlr-- Natio.iil Bank of' '.' Christina I'indeavor
7:15 p. 111.
Friday tiil'ie uiKi 'J't'iiehoia
Ladies' Aid Society, lst.Tlsiirsihsy afternoon
A'lbuquerque. Tiiore is a slro.ig probabil- -'
at2::jj.
ity that this proposition will be accepted.' '
Hünüv G. MiLLEit, I'll. 1)., Pastor.
The acceptance will not, however,'"- - réWasé
Abeyta-am- i
his bondsme.i from ...further
SOCIETY MEETINGS.
liability. It is understood that Victor Sain
Orond Ariny Kearney Post, No. 10.
will become liable to the First National ?
;.
fleets the Hrst Jlonday night in eucli mouth
Bank of Albuquerque for' $io,o o of the
A. 11 Hall. Vi3itJnjr comrades cordiaily
atG.
tJham-bon
$15,000 to be raised, and" that Henry
invited.
John R. Patton, P. (J.
will furnish $5,000.
John A. Brown .Adj't.
Public interest in the outcome of this
Baxter Lodge No. 9, K. of P.
matter is naturally at a high pitch. It is
Thursday
Meets
evening of each week nt
to be hoped that the final outcome will be
Hewitt's hull. Visiting brothers eordially in
such that the county will suiter no loss.vited to attend.
A. If, HunsrKTH.C. C.
Socorro Chieftain.
John A. Hai,i:y, K. ef It. &. S.
1

.

niot-tiPfi-

,

.

The North Homostake, managed by
Willaim Watson, covers a portion of a lode
parallel to that of the Old Abe and produces a good grade of ore that is character
istic of this district. Its workings are
through threa shafts, 1,300, 300 and 120
feet deep, respectively. It is asserted that
the.ore body is. about twenty feet wide,
and the ore,
generally, which
averages $20 per ton. A large tonnage has
been shiped from this property. Future
plans contemplate the erection of a mill.
The Rita mine is on a vein between the
North Homestake and Old Abe. It has a
425-foshaft. B. H. Dye, manager of
the Rita, has obtained access to the North
Homestake shaft and from the 1,000-fostation of the latter he is driving a crosscut
to Rita vein for the purpose of ascertaining
the charecter and extent of the ore at
that depth. If satisfactory and justifiable,
then the Rita shaft will be sunk to that

-

free-milli-

je

(IoJen Ri'.le LoJ
No. 16. I. O. O. V.
Tuesday evoiiing of otu'h week :u
Visiting bi'nlliei'
Iinv itt's hull it o'eloek.
eordiaily invited to attend.
4
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White Oaks Lodge No. 9, A. O. U. W.
Meets
first and third 'Ved
nesdayw. (it 8 o'eloek, at Hewitt's hall. Visiting brotiier.4 eordially invited to attend.
seini-nioiitiil-

A. Z.'Kor.KH, M. V.
A. (Ara.ACHKií, lieeoider.
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,

II.
I:
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Ml Ü I

depth.
The Eagle Mining and Improvement
Company, beside owning the Old Abe
group, have valuable coal lands near the
town of White Oaks, which have been
sufficiently open to show the coal to be of
superior quality. It is much used in that
locality, but shipments to outside points
have not been . commenced. It is one of
the pJans of this company to erect an electric power plant near these mines, so the
cost of fóel for steam-drive- n
generators will
be merely norminal. This electric power
will be utilized for lights and as power for
hoists and mill work. Wascott. In Mining reporter.' Feb,, 5th. 03,

Write Your Friends in the East.
Tell' thcra to call on. nearest
Coupon Ticket
for rates to
points in New Mexico, or El Paso
Texas.
Second class colonist
tickets will.be on sale from quite
a number points on ' and east; of
the Missouri and Mississippi
Rivers, to El Paso and intermediate points ou the El
Isíand Route, at about half fare.
These tickets will be sold only on
"Ilotneseekers Fares" the first
and third Tuesdays of each
Paso-Roc- k

.

.

ot

Company

:

month, commencing- Oct. 21st
1902, and continuing1 until Apri
-

23 rd

J

903.

This is a good opportunity to
aid immigration to your section
of the country.
A. N. Brown,
G. P. A.

$375 for Letters from Farmers.
The Rock Island System offers
$375, in casli and

for letters relative to the territory
along- its lines iu Arkansas, Indian Territory, Oklahoma, Texas
and New Mexico.
Letters should deal with the
writer's experiences since he settled in the territory in question.
They should tell how much mon
ey he brought with him, what he
did when he first came and what
measure of success has since rewarded his efforts.
Letters should not be less than
300 nor more than 1,000 words in
length and will be used for the
purpose of advertising- the Southwest.
-

-

For circular giving- details,
write John Sebastian, Passenger
Traffic Manager,. Rock Island
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Careful Service.

Clothes Cleaned and Pressed.

aj ü

muí idiiuiiiujc
Respectfully Solicited.

o

am now pre pa re J to do first
class work in this line. Pour
Y e a r s experience.
Work

transportation
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Factory Burned.
at Carlsbad,

owned by Milwakee, Wis., capital, was
Guarenteed. . . .
totally destroyed by fire last week. Loss
was $300,005). This is unfortunate not
Your Patronage Solicited.
only for the owners but for the beet crop
of the Pecos Valley. Cause of the fire is
Hicks.
not known. There was no insurance.
Leave Orders at t!A(iLÜ Office.
j
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Samples by mail or
receive prompt and careful attent iou
Gc!d & Sister Bullion
hAÍS19
cv rrcss wi

in Colorado,lS66.
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The beet sugar factory
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months, which js probably the best secured
note on which money was, ever, Joansd
by the bank.' It is pasted at the head of a
largo sheet of foolscap paper, and those
who have signed it aggregate" ' a persóhaT
responsibility many' times' greater thcírr-'thcapital stock of any bank "in the Pecos
valley. . It is signed by,, cattle owners, "and
is for the preliminar expense of securing
legislation in favor of the drift fence. movement.
About twenty of those interested met
and signed the note. referred to andngreeJ
to pay a proportionate share of expenses 4?
not to exceed $5, 000.. 'Individual liability '2?
to the
will be resumed iir proportion
:held
by each 'one 'as
amount of live stock'
:
shown on the roll of 1902.

ot
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There is in the First National bank of
Carlsbad a note for $t,ooo, payablo 'in six

White Oaks District.
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